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Abstract

Objective: To determine whether preprocessing chief complaints before automatically classifying them into syndromic categories
improves classification performance.

Methods: We preprocessed chief complaints using two preprocessors (CCP and EMT-P) and evaluated whether classification perfor-
mance increased for a probabilistic classifier (CoCo) or for a keyword-based classifier (modification of the NYC Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene chief complaint coder (KC)).

Results: CCP exhibited high accuracy (85%) in preprocessing chief complaints but only slightly improved CoCo’s classification per-
formance for a few syndromes. EMT-P, which splits chief complaints into multiple problems, substantially increased CoCo’s sensitivity
for all syndromes. Preprocessing with CCP or EMT-P only improved KC’s sensitivity for the Constitutional syndrome.

Conclusion: Evaluation of preprocessing systems should not be limited to accuracy of the preprocessor but should include the effect of
preprocessing on syndromic classification. Splitting chief complaints into multiple problems before classification is important for CoCo,
but other preprocessing steps only slightly improved classification performance for CoCo and a keyword-based classifier.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The threat of bioterrorism attacks has led to the devel-
opment of early warning systems focused on timeliness of
detection [1]. These systems often use data collected rou-
tinely for other purposes, resulting in the collection and
analysis of data earlier when compared to conventional
public health surveillance methods. Examples of such data
include sales of over the counter drugs [2,3], telephone tri-
age data [4], discharge diagnoses, and web access logs [5,6].

Healthcare registrations that include patient chief com-
plaints recorded on admission are another data source with
high potential for biosurveillance and early detection of
outbreaks. The chief complaints are recorded in coded or
free-text form and can be automatically classified into syn-
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dromic categories. Various classifiers exist for categorizing
free-text chief complaints into syndromic groups, and the
classifiers have shown high specificity and moderate sensi-
tivity at detecting patients with syndromes relating to out-
breaks [7–11].

Real-time Outbreak and Disease Surveillance (RODS)
[12] is an automated biosurveillance system that monitors
chief complaint data routinely collected during an emer-
gency department admission. RODS uses a naı̈ve Bayesian
classifier called CoCo [13] to classify every chief complaint
into one of seven syndromic categories relevant to public
health or bioterroristic outbreaks: Gastrointestinal, Consti-
tutional, Respiratory, Rash, Hemorrhagic, Botulinic, and
Neurological. The eighth syndrome, Other, is a catch-all
for everything not relevant to syndromic surveillance. Uni-
variate and multivariate statistical detection algorithms are
then used to detect anomalous patterns and alert users to
abnormal syndrome counts.
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Free-text chief complaints are challenging to work with
due to substantial word variation [14,15]. There is no stan-
dard terminology for expressing a chief complaint, resulting
in differences idiosyncratic to a specific area or hospital.
Chief complaints are recorded in busy medical settings,
increasing the occurrence of concatenations, such as flus-
xs—flu symptoms, and misspelled or mistyped words, such
as nausa—nausea. Another complication with chief com-
plaints is the use of abbreviations, such as ha—headache,

and acronyms, such as n/v—nausea and vomiting. Some hos-
pitals’ electronic interface limits the number of characters
that can be entered, resulting in truncations, such as diar—

diarrhea. Symptoms patients present with can be defined in
multiple ways by using synonyms like shortness of breath
and dyspnea, paraphrases like grandmother sts pt c/o having

a flu, and different parts of speech, such as coughs and cough-

ing. Moreover, some chief complaints describe multiple med-
ical problems that could be classified into more than one
syndromic category, such as headache/vomiting, which
denotes neurological and gastrointestinal syndromes.

We hypothesized that preprocessing chief complaints by
standardizing word variations, correcting misspellings, and
splitting a complaint into separate problems before classifi-
cation would result in more accurate syndromic classifica-
tions, potentially increasing sensitivity and specificity of
detection. Our objective for this study was to compare clas-
sification performance from chief complaints with and with-
out preprocessing.

2. Methods

We measured classification performance of two chief
complaint classifiers with and without preprocessing to
determine whether preprocessing improves sensitivity and
specificity of classification. Both classifiers were used to clas-
sify a set of chief complaints into any of eight syndromic cat-
egories currently used by the RODS system: Respiratory
(congestion, shortness of breath, cough, etc.); Gastrointesti-
nal (nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, etc.); Rash (most
rashes); Hemorrhagic (bleeding from most sites); Constitu-
tional (fever, malaise, body aches, etc.), Botulinic, Neurolog-
ical (non-psychiatric neurological symptoms, such as
headache or seizure), and Other (genitourinary complaints,
trauma, etc.). Chief complaints were preprocessed using
combinations of two preprocessors. Below, we describe the
preprocessors and chief complaint classifiers used in this
study, along with the evaluation we performed.

2.1. Preprocessors

We applied two preprocessors to chief complaints and
measured whether preprocessing improved syndromic clas-
sification performance. We developed the first preprocessor
(CCP) to decrease word variation, expand abbreviations,
and correct misspellings. The second preprocessor (EMT-
P)[17] was developed by Travers and colleagues for stan-
dardizing chief complaints. In addition to decreasing word
variation and expanding abbreviations, EMT-P also splits
chief complaints into multiple problems based on syntactic
and semantic properties. We applied CCP, EMT-P, CCP
combined with EMT-P, and CCP combined with only the
splitting module of EMT-P (without normalization mod-
ules such as synonym replacement) to determine whether
preprocessing improves classification performance. We
describe CCP and EMT-P next.

2.1.1. Chief complaint processor (CCP)

CCP is a chief complaint preprocessing algorithm that
(i) standardizes chief complaints by replacing synonyms,
(ii) replaces abbreviations, acronyms and truncations with
expanded forms, (iii) corrects misspellings and typograph-
ical errors, and (iv) removes words that do not have clinical
meaning. The modules involved are shown in Fig. 1. A
description of each module follows.

2.1.1.1. Split chief complaint on comma and space
abd

abd cramps, n/v
 fi
 cramps
n/v
In spite of their brevity, chief complaints often contain
punctuation. A comma or space is often used for word sep-
aration. The first CCP module splits the chief complaint
abd cramps, n/v into three separate words. The first is
abd, second is cramps, and the third is n/v.

2.1.1.2. Replace synonyms
shortness of breath
 fi
 dyspnea

gx
 fi
 ground transportation

n/v
 fi
 nausea/vomiting
Synonyms, acronyms and abbreviations occur frequently in
chief complaints. We used a local dictionary of 3036 syn-
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onyms to replace acronyms and abbreviations with their full
forms (Appendix 1). In addition, we used a local list of 10
context sensitive synonyms (Appendix 2) that are dependant
on the co-occurring words in the chief complaints. In the ini-
tial stage, chief complaints are split on comma and space and
checked for synonyms. But the chief complaints may contain
a multitude of punctuations such as semicolons, hyphens etc.
For this reason, the synonym replacement module is applied
a second time after all punctuation has been removed.

2.1.1.3. Combine words
hea dache fever
 fi
 headache fever
A common cause for word error in chief complaints is the
introduction of a blank space before the completion of the
word. Since the chief complaints are typed in busy medical
settings, this could very well be a typographical error or a sys-
tematic error while storing or transferring chief complaints.
CCP checks each word for a misspelling by using the spell
checking module (described below). Misspelled words are
combined with the word immediately following them. The
combination is retained if approved by the spell checker.

2.1.1.4. Expand truncations
crying diar
 fi
 crying diarrhea
In some cases, words in the chief complaints are truncated. A
truncation could be the result of a nurse creating unique
abbreviations on the go or of words being terminated due
to a computer-system space constraint. If the spell checker
module suggests that a word needs correction, the truncation
module checks for truncations in a local library of 636 words
commonly occurring in chief complaints (Appendix 3). The
expansion is retained on the spell checker’s approval.

2.1.1.5. Correct misspellings
dizziness nausa
 fi
 dizziness nausea
The spell-checking module uses the Java API from the Na-
tional Library of Medicine’s (NLM’s) GSpell[16]—a spell-
ing suggestion tool that uses a mix of algorithms to retrieve
close neighbors. The API was used to create a suggestion
tool that uses a hierarchy of two dictionaries: (1) NLM’s
2003 Specialist Lexicon term list, which contains 292,979
words, and (2) the local dictionary of 636 words (Appendix
3). The tool uses the 2003 lexicon to search for a sugges-
tion. If a suggestion exists, indicating a word error, the lo-
cal dictionary is used to retrieve a suggestion. If the local
dictionary fails to yield a suggestion, the tool retains the
suggestion from the 2003 lexicon.
2.1.1.6. Remove stop words
flu symptoms
 fi
 flu
Frequently occurring words that are unlikely to help clas-
sification are considered stop words, which, in our experi-
ence, can cause classification errors. The stop word
removal module removes any word in a chief complaint
that occurs in a local list of 303 stop words (Appendix 4).

2.1.2. Emergency medical text processor (EMT-P)

EMT-P [17] was developed at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. EMT-P is a set of natural lan-
guage processing modules that clean chief complaint text
in order to extract standard clinical terms. The terms are
then mapped to concepts in the Unified Medical Language
System� (UMLS�). The individual EMT-P modules are
written in Perl with a controller program written in JAVA.
The goal of EMT-P is to minimize processing of the raw
chief complaints (CCs) while facilitating a match with a
standard UMLS term. The standard terms produced by
EMT-P can then be aggregated for secondary uses such
as biosurveillance, tracking the major reasons why patients
visit the ED, or clinical research. The system has been val-
idated for general clinical purposes [17].

The EMT-P Perl modules are organized in rounds that
range from least aggressive to most aggressive, and each
CC is processed only until a UMLS match is made. A basic
cleaning module is also run at the start of EMT-P and in each
round; the cleaning module performs basic processing such
as replacing multiple spaces with single spaces, converting
CC’s to lower case, and eliminating most non-alpha-numeric
characters. Fig. 2 shows the three rounds of EMT-P.

2.1.2.1. Round 1: replace and correct
Dirreah
 fi
 diarrhea
In Round 1, EMT-P replaces acronyms, abbreviations,
truncations and other synonyms, and misspellings with
standard terms. At the conclusion of Round 1, all CC’s
are compared to the UMLS and those that match standard
UMLS concepts are not processed further. The remaining,
non-matching terms are processed in the next round.

2.1.2.2. Round 2: punctuation and segmentation
chest/abd pain
 fi
 chest pain and abdominal pain
In Round 2, EMT-P addresses punctuation in several mod-
ules. First, chief complaints with punctuation marks are ex-
panded (e.g., h/a fi ha). Then coordinate structures are
processed using context-sensitive rules for the most com-
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mon coordinate structures found in ED CC data. Semantic
type information from the UMLS is used to split coordi-
nate structures with body parts on either side of a slash
or conjunction, into separate CCs. For example, chest/

abd pain is split into 2 records, chest pain and abdominal

pain, but rash on chest/fever is not split with the coordinate
structures module. After the coordinate structures module,
remaining CCs with slashes and other abbreviation (com-
ma, semi-colon) are split on the punctuation (e.g., rash on

chest/fever is split into 2 records, rash on chest and fever).

2.1.2.3. Round 3: deletion
chest pain since 3pm
 fi
 chest pain
Round 3 is the most aggressive round, and CCs are only
processed in this round if they fail to match a standard
UMLS concept after previous rounds. Modifiers, qualifi-
ers, numbers and temporal information are deleted in
this round. While modifiers, qualifiers and numbers are
important data for clinical and other purposes, the goal
of EMT-P is to distill CCs into easily aggregated
categories.

We evaluated classification performance of two classifi-
ers after preprocessing with CCP and EMT-P alone, with
CCP and EMT-P combined, and with CCP and EMT-P’s
splitting module. Combining CCP and EMT-P involved
applying EMT-P after the spell correction module of
CCP, as shown in Fig. 3.

3. Classifiers

We compared classification performance of unprocessed
chief complaints against that of preprocessed chief com-
plaints using two different classifiers—a statistical classifier
(CoCo) and a rule-based classifier (Keyword Classifier, or
KC).

CoCo 3.0—The RODS system uses CoCo to automati-
cally classify free-text chief complaints into syndromic cat-
egories [12,13]. CoCo is a naı̈ve Bayesian classifier that
assigns one syndrome to each chief complaint. A training
set of 28,990 chief complaints was used to estimate the
prior probabilities of unique words for each syndrome.
Given a chief complaint, CoCo calculates a joint probabil-
ity estimate over the eight possible classifications. In its
current implementation, CoCo assigns the chief complaint
the syndromic category with the highest posterior
probability.

Keyword Classifier (KC)—We implemented a keyword
classifier based on keywords contained in the New York
City Syndromic Macros—a SAS algorithm that scans chief
complaints for character strings and assigns matching chief
complaints to a syndrome category [18]. For example, if the
characters diar are found in a chief complaint, the com-
plaint is assigned the category Gastrointestinal. The New
York City Syndromic Macros include character strings
representing misspellings, abbreviations, acronyms, and
truncations. As a keyword search, the algorithm can assign
multiple syndromic categories to a chief complaint. We
converted the SAS version of the algorithm into Java code.
To compare KC’s syndromic classifications against CoCo’s
classifications, we modified the algorithm to assign the syn-
dromes monitored by RODS instead of the syndromes
monitored by the New York City Department of Health
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and Mental Hygeine. To do this, physician author JND
mapped the keywords in the SAS code to RODS’ syn-
dromic categories. For example, the respiratory keywords
cough and sob also mapped to RODS’ Respiratory cate-
gory, whereas the respiratory keyword earache mapped
to RODS’ Other category. In practice, the New York City
Department of Health and Mental Hygeine algorithm uses
a hierarchy of syndromes to select the most important syn-
dromic classification when the algorithm assigns more than
one syndrome to a single chief complaint. For our Key-
word Classifier, we did not employ the hierarchy and
allowed KC to assign multiple syndromic categories based
on the view that there may be more than one valid classifi-
cation for a single chief complaint.

3.1. Data Sets

We used three data sets in this study.

1. CoCo’s Training set—CoCo’s training set consists of
28,990 chief complaints from Utah. The training set
was manually annotated by a single physician board-
certified in internal medicine and infectious diseases
with 30 years of clinical experience (author JND).
We also used a subset of the training set to validate
the accuracy of our implementation of the KC by
comparing KC’s classifications against the manual
classifications.

2. Development set—The development set consisted of
20,293 chief complaints collected over seven months
from the RODS alerts of 2003–2004 from Utah and
Pennsylvania. We used the development set to tune the
parameters of CCP (e.g., find new synonyms to add,
evaluate the performance of the spell-checking module
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3. Test set—The test set comprised 10,161 chief complaints
from Utah and Pennsylvania. Reference standard classi-
fications for the test set were generated by consensus of a
physician (JND) and two emergency department ICD
diagnosis coders, who used case definitions we developed
to classify the chief complaints into any of eight syn-
dromes. To generate consensus classifications, we used
a modification of the Delphi method in which the physi-
cian—who is an infectious disease practitioner and is the
author of the syndromic definitions—determined the
final classification with feedback from the coders. The
ICD coders independently classified the chief complaints
then came to consensus on their disagreements. We com-
pared the ICD coders’ consensus classifications with
those made by the physician and presented the disagree-
ments to the physician. The physician reviewed each dis-
agreement and decided whether to change his
classification to match that of the ICD coders or retain
his original classification. We counted the number of
changes made by the physician after viewing the ICD
coders’ classifications and used Cohen’s kappa to mea-
sure agreement between the physician and the coders.
3.2. Evaluation

We evaluated classification performance of two chief
complaint classifiers (CoCo and KC) with and without pre-
processing. Because CoCo is a statistical system trained on
manual annotations, both the test and the training set were
preprocessed for evaluating the effects of preprocessing.
The overall design for evaluation is shown in Fig. 4.
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3.3. Outcome measures

We calculated the proportion of the 10,161 test chief
complaints in the test set modified in any way by CCP
and EMT-P. We analyzed CCP’s mistakes by examining
false positive and false negative classifications. We esti-
mated the proportion of false positives on a set of 559 ran-
domly selected test chief complaints changed by CCP.
Author JND used domain knowledge to evaluate two lin-
guistic changes made by CCP: (i) spelling correction and
(ii) synonym replacement and abbreviation expansion.
JND tabulated the number of times a change made by
CCP resulted in an incorrect meaning. We estimated the
proportion of false negatives on a set of 500 randomly
selected chief complaints that were not changed by CCP.
JND categorized a chief complaint as a false negative if
the chief complaint contained a clinically relevant abbrevi-
ation or misspelling that would have been expanded by a
perfect preprocessor.

We measured classification performance of both classifi-
ers (CoCo and KC) with and without preprocessing, using
the following combinations of the two preprocessors: CCP,
EMT-P, CCP + EMT-P, and CCP + EMT-P (splitting
module). We measured classification performance of the
classifiers by calculating outcome measures for each of
Table 1
Average agreement on classifications between physician and two ICD
coders on 10,161 chief complaints

Syndrome Kappa 95% Confidence interval

Gastrointestinal 0.94 0.93–0.95
Constitutional 0.82 0.80–0.84
Respiratory 0.92 0.91–0.94
Rash 0.88 0.84–0.92
Hemmorhagic 0.87 0.84–0.90
Botulinic 0.73 0.65–0.80
Neurological 0.89 0.88–0.90
Other 0.90 0.89–0.90
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seven syndromes—we did not calculate outcome measures
for the syndrome Other. To measure the effect of prepro-
cessing on statistical (CoCo) and non-statistical (KC) syn-
drome coding systems when compared to the reference
standard classification, we calculated sensitivity, specificity,
and their 95% confidence intervals for every syndrome:

• Sensitivity: The number of correct positive classifica-
tions divided by reference standard positive classifica-
tions for a given syndrome.

• Specificity: The number of correct negative classifica-
tions divided by reference standard negative classifica-
tions for a given syndrome.

We also calculated the number of 10,161 chief com-
plaints whose classification with CoCo or EMT-P changed
from being incorrect to being correct or from being correct
to being incorrect. Additionally, for each syndrome we cal-
culated CoCo’s sensitivity and specificity of classification
after each module of CCP to determine the effect of adding
that module.
4. Results

A physician and two ICD coders generated the reference
standard classifications for the test set. Agreement between
the physician and the coders’ consensus classifications
averaged 0.87 over all syndromes. Table 1 shows Cohen’s
kappa values for each syndrome. Of the 10,161 test cases,
the physician changed the classification for 470 (4.6%) chief
complaints after viewing the ICD coders’ classifications,
resulting in an average kappa of 0.94 between the physi-
cian’s original classifications and his revised classifications.

The majority (57%) of changes the physician made were
to correct mistakes in his initial classifications (270/470).
Annotating text is tedious and complex, and our experience
has shown that no matter how well trained an annotator is,
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he or she will make mistakes, which is an important reason
for having multiple annotators involved in generating a ref-
erence standard classification. The physician changed his
classification in 104 cases (22%) because he felt the coders’
classification was more correct than his. For example, he
originally classified the chief complaint ‘‘weak/confusion’’
as Constitutional, but the coders classified it as Constitu-
tional and Neurological, and he agreed with their assign-
ment of two syndromes. The remaining changes he made
(20% or 96/470) were due to a change we made in our
annotation protocol between the time he and the coders
classified the complaints.

Of the 10,161 chief complaints in the test set, CCP chan-
ged 55% and EMT-P changed 82%. EMT-P split 10,161
complaints into 17,463 based on more than one concept
appearing in the complaint. Preprocessing CoCo’s training
set with CCP decreased the number of unique words in the
training set from 2775 to 2309. Fig. 5 shows the proportion
of chief complaints changed after each module of CCP.
The majority of the changes occurred in the synonym
replacement and stop word removal modules. The two syn-
onym replacement modules accounted for changes in 48%
of test chief complaints, whereas stop word removal chan-
ged 19%.

Physician coauthor JND evaluated two randomly
selected subsets of chief complaints. The first subset con-
tained chief complaints changed by CCP. Of 559 com-
plaints changed by CCP, 473 were correct changes (true
positive rate of 85%) and 126 were incorrect (false positive
rate of 15%). JND scored changes such as abd pain/back
pain to abdominal pain back pain as correct and changes
like A FIB ANXIETY to a fibula anxiety as incorrect. He
ignored deletion of stop words, e.g., follow-up or possible.
However, he marked word deletions that changed the
meaning of the chief complaints as incorrect, e.g., changing
unable to urinate to urinate. The second subset he examined
contained chief complaints not changed by CCP. Of 500
chief complaints not changed, he considered 27 to be false
negatives (5%). Sixteen of the 27 false negatives (59%)
resulted from the single abbreviation lac. CCP’s synonym
replacement file contains 17 expansions to laceration but
did not include lac. According to JND, nine other words
in the 500 complaints should have been expanded: k, g

tube, od, mri, sub, injs, iv, and staph. We examined CoCo’s
syndromic classifications of the 27 false negatives and
found that 25/27 were correctly classified as Other, one
was correctly classified as Neurological, and one was incor-
rectly classified as GI (should have been Other). These
results suggest that although CCP did not change the chief
complaint and should have, CoCo still classified the chief
complaints correctly. We manually changed the 27 false
negatives the way a perfect preprocessor would have
(e.g., expanding lac to laceration) and ran the revised chief
complaint through CoCo. None of CoCo’s classifications
differed after modifying the chief complaints.

Although CoCo outputs a probability distribution over
the eight syndromic categories, in production, CoCo selects



Table 3
Sensitivity of CoCo after each module of CCP

Syndrome Sensitivity

Before Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4 Module 5 Module 6

Botulinic 55.3 58.8 58.8 57.6 57.6 55.3 50.6
Constitutional 50.0 54.5 54.5 52.1 52.1 52.8 53.1
Gastrointestinal 67.2 64.8 64.8 67.5 67.5 67.2 67.1
Hemorrhagic 60.9 65.2 65.2 64.6 64.6 65.2 66.2
Neurological 53.9 51.4 51.4 52.8 52.8 52.9 52.4
Other 96.9 96.6 96.6 97.0 96.9 97.0 96.8
Rash 75.4 81.5 81.5 80.0 80.0 80.0 78.5
Respiratory 75.5 76.4 76.4 78.6 78.5 78.9 77.9

Before: Split cc on space and comma.
Module 1: Synonym replacement split cc on all punctuation.
Module 2: Combine words.
Module 3: Synonym replacement.
Module 4: Truncations.
Module 5: Spell checking.
Module 6: Stop word removal—the final output of the preprocessor.
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the syndrome with the highest probability as the single clas-
sification for the patient. Table 2 shows the sensitivity and
specificity of CoCo’s classification for each syndrome prior
to and after preprocessing, along with the 95% confidence
intervals. Specificity did not significantly change after pre-
processing, regardless of the preprocessor. Sensitivity did
not increase significantly after preprocessing with CCP.
However, sensitivity increased significantly for each of
the seven syndromes after applying EMT-P, showing
increases between seven (Neurological syndrome) and 34
(Constitutional) percentage points. Combining CCP and
Table 4
Number of chief complaints whose classification outcomes from CoCo chang

Syndrome (TP –>FN) (TN –>FP)

(a) After applying CCP

Gastrointestinal 40 31
Constitutional 37 33
Respiratory 46 14
Rash 3 11
Hemorrhagic 3 9
Botulinic 6 4
Neurological 61 18
Subtotal 196 120

Total 316
3.1% decrease

(b) After applying EMT-P

Gastrointestinal 13 68
Constitutional 22 214
Respiratory 19 88
Rash 0 21
Hemorrhagic 8 42
Botulinic 2 9
Neurological 105 109
Subtotal 169 551

Total 720
7.1% decrease

TP, true positive; FN, false negative; FP, false positive; TN, true negative. N
preprocessing.
EMT-P showed similar performance to EMT-P alone.
Combining CCP with EMT-P’s splitting module showed
similar performance for most syndromes as applying
EMT-P alone except for Botulinic syndrome—whose sensi-
tivity did not increase significantly—and Constitutional
syndrome—whose sensitivity was higher using
CCP + EMT-P splitting module than it was with any other
preprocessing combination.

To learn how each of CCP’s modules affected classifica-
tion performance, we measured CoCo’s performance after
each of CCP’s modules made modifications to the chief
ed after preprocessing by CCP (a) and by EMT-P (b)

(FP –>TN) (FN –>TP) Net Gain

28 38 �5
27 63 20
34 75 49
5 7 �2
8 20 16
2 2 �6

41 42 4
145 247 76

392 76
3.9% increase 0.8% gain

43 352 314
25 312 101
34 214 141
8 19 6

11 61 22
2 20 11

57 201 44
180 1179 639

1359 639
13.4% increase 6.3% gain

et change indicates the number of complaints with better outcomes after



Table 5
KC: sensitivity and specificity of classification for each syndrome before and after preprocessing with CCP, EMT-P, and CCP combined with EMT-P

Syndrome Sensitivity Specificity

Before CCP EMTP CCP + EMTP Before CCP EMTP CCP + EMTP

Botulinic 41.1 43.5 41.2 38.8 99.9 99.9 99.9 100.0
31.3–51.8 33.5–54.1 31.3–51.8 29.1–49.5 99.9–100 99.9–100 99.9–100 99.9–100

Constitutional 80.0 77.0 85.3 84.9 96.5 96.5 96.2 96.2
77.2–82.6 72.5–78.2 83.9–88.5 83.4–88.1 95.8–96.6 95.0–95.8 95.8–96.6 95.8–96.6

Gastrointestinal 86.0 88.7 88.4 88.1 99.5 99.5 99.4 99.4
83.5–87.4 86.8–90.4 84.5–90.1 86.1–89.8 99.3–99.6 99.3–99.6 99.3–99.6 99.3–99.6

Hemorrhagic 86.5 88.9 89.2 88.0 99.1 99.1 99.1 99.1
82.3–89.8 85.1–91.9 85.4–92.6 84.0–91.1 98.9–99.3 99.0–99.3 98.8–99.2 98.9–99.3

Neurological 58.5 58.2 60.1 58.4 94.8 95.1 94.8 95.0
55.8–61.3 55.4–60.9 57.3–62.8 57.3–62.8 94.3–95.3 94.6–95.5 93.9–94.9 94.5–95.4

Rash 78.5 78.5 80.0 80.0 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9
91.1–94.1 70.6–84.7 72.3–86.6 72.3–86.0 99.9–100 99.9–100 99.9–100 99.9–100

Respiratory 92.7 93.3 93.6 93.5 94.2 94.7 94.7 94.3
91.1–94.1 91.8–94.6 92.1–94.9 91.9–94.7 93.8–94.7 94.3–95.2 94.2–95.1 93.8–94.8

Bolded values indicate a significant difference from before preprocessing.
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complaints, as shown in Table 3. By measuring perfor-
mance after each module, we hoped to identify modules
that were critical for successful classification or modules
that decreased classification performance. Unfortunately,
we did not find any generalizable patterns for CCP’s mod-
ules. For instance, synonym replacement (module 1)
increased performance for most syndromes but decreased
performance for Gastrointestinal and Neurological
syndromes. Spell checking (module 5) slightly increased
performance for Constitutional, Hemorrhagic, and
Respiratory syndromes but decreased performance for
Botulinic syndrome. None of the modules increased sensi-
tivity by more than 4.5 percentage points, and each module
caused sensitivity to decrease at least once for every
syndrome.

Table 4 details the changes in CoCo’s classification out-
comes for the seven syndromes after preprocessing by CCP
and EMT-P. The first columns (TPfiFN and TNfiFP)
show the classification errors that occurred after prepro-
cessing. The last columns (FPfiTN and FNfiTP) show
the number of chief complaints whose classification
improved after preprocessing. Summing across syndromes,
preprocessing showed an overall classification improve-
ment with only a small net gain of 76 (76/10161 = 0.7%)
for CCP and a larger net gain (6.3%) for EMT-P. The larg-
est gain from preprocessing is due to the number of FN
classifications that became TP classifications after prepro-
cessing with EMT-P and splitting chief complaints that
have multiple problems. Table 4 also points out a surpris-
ing number of erroneous classification changes caused by
preprocessing.

Table 5 shows the effect of preprocessing on the KC
algorithm over the test set of 10,161 chief complaints.
Based on non-overlapping confidence intervals, preprocess-
ing significantly increased classification performance for
only one syndrome-preprocessor combination: Sensitivity
in classifying Constitutional syndrome increased from 80
to 85 percent when preprocessing with EMT-P.
5. Discussion

Preprocessing with CCP, which involved replacing syn-
onyms, expanding truncations, and correcting spelling
errors, did not improve classification performance for either
CoCo or KC. CCP changed 55% of the chief complaints in
the test set, and an analysis of a subset of the changes showed
that CCP made mostly correct changes, with a true positive
rate of 85%. An analysis of a subset of chief complaints not
changed by CCP showed a false negative rate of 5%. How-
ever, our evaluation was more demanding than simply mea-
suring whether the chief complaint was preprocessed
correctly (e.g., corrected the misspelling or replaced the syn-
onym correctly), because we measured whether the changes
resulted in better classification performance and found no
significant improvement after preprocessing.

A partial explanation for why CoCo’s classification per-
formance did not improve after preprocessing by CCP is
that many of the gains CCP achieved were offset by erro-
neous classification changes. In fact, although CCP chan-
ged more than half of the 10,161 chief complaints, CCP
only provided a net gain of 76 (Table 4). To understand
the source of erroneous classifications made after process-
ing by CCP, we examined chief complaints for Neurologi-
cal and Gastrointestinal syndromes that were correct
before preprocessing and incorrect after. We found that
very few of the errors (5/73) were directly due to the pre-
processing (e.g., changing the complaint ‘‘MS’’ to ‘‘mental
status’’ when it should have been changed to ‘‘multiple
sclerosis’’). On the surface, CCP worked quite well. The
majority (82% (60/73)) of mistakes in classification (true
positives/negatives that became false negatives/positives
after preprocessing) occurred for chief complaints that
described multiple complaints. Given a chief complaint,
CoCo selects the syndrome with the highest probability,
and it appears that the relative probabilities for the co-
occurring problems changed when re-training CoCo on
the preprocessed training set. For instance, ‘‘blurred
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vision/dizziness’’ was classified by the reference standard
as Botulinic and Neurological. Before preprocessing,
CoCo classified this chief complaint as Neurological (a
TP for the analysis of Neurological and a FN for the anal-
ysis of Botulinic). After preprocessing, even though the
chief complaint was not altered by CCP, the complaint
was classified as Botulinic (a FN for the analysis of Neuro-
logical and a TP for the analysis of Botulinic). We suspect
that many of the changes in performance after preprocess-
ing, such as the change described above, were due to
changes in relative posterior probabilities after training
CoCo on preprocessed chief complaints.

Preprocessing with EMT-P significantly improved
CoCo’s classification performance. We believe the
improvement was mainly due to EMT-P’s ability to split
chief complaints into multiple problems. CoCo is a naı̈ve
Bayesian classifier that selects the syndrome with highest
posterior probability. Assigning only a single syndrome is
a limitation when chief complaints actually have multiple
classifications (e.g., ‘‘headache/nausea’’ refers to a Neuro-
logical and GI complaint).

As a solution to the multiple classification problem, we
looked at a natural language processing approach to split-
ting the chief complaints based on punctuations and syntax
by preprocessing with EMT-P. Table 1 shows that prepro-
cessing with EMT-P resulted in an increase in sensitivity
for all syndromes. This increase was not only statistically
significant but also quite large, showing a 68% increase
for Constitutional syndrome (sensitivity increased from
0.50 to 0.84). CoCo’s performance increased whether using
the full version of EMT-P or just the splitting module, sug-
gesting that improvement was mainly due to splitting com-
plaints where appropriate.

CoCo’s significant and substantial improvement after
preprocessing with EMT-P is contingent on our choice to
allow the reference standard annotators to assign multiple
syndromic categories to a single chief complaint—if the
reference standard classifications comprised a single classi-
fication, CoCo would have performed very well without
EMT-P’s splitting module. We chose to allow multiple ref-
erence standard classifications, because in reality many
chief complaints represent more than one syndromic pre-
sentation. For instance, the complaint ‘‘cough/nausea’’
represents both respiratory and gastrointestinal com-
plaints. If we required the annotators to select a single syn-
drome, they would either need to arbitrarily select a
classification or select one based on some sort of hierarchi-
cal preference for a particular syndrome over another,
which would have been an artificial distinction. Preprocess-
ing with EMT-P allows CoCo to more closely represent the
reality of what is presented in the chief complaint.

However, applying a preprocessing module that splits
chief complaints into multiple problems could potentially
be a limitation for a Bayesian classifier, because altering
the words in the chief complaint (e.g., splitting the complaint
‘‘headache and cough’’ into two individual complaints
‘‘headache’’ and ‘‘cough’’) can reduce the evidence the clas-
sifier could potentially leverage from the full chief complaint.
Therefore, preprocessing with EMT-P may reduce the
potential advantage a Bayesian classifier has over a keyword
classifier. We could plausibly modify the way we train CoCo
to avoid losing information from splitting chief complaints.
For example we could alter the values of each word in the
training set from binary values of ‘‘present’’ or ‘‘absent’’ to
‘‘primary,’’ ‘‘secondary,’’ or ‘‘absent.’’ In spite of the possi-
bility of losing information by splitting chief complaints into
parts, when we do so with EMT-P the net effect appears to be
more helpful than harmful, as evidenced by significant
improvements in sensitivity for all syndromic categories
without any significant decline in specificity.

Preprocessing did not improve classification perfor-
mance of the KC algorithm indicating that replacing syn-
onyms, correcting misspellings, expanding truncations,
and removing stop words may not be required to achieve
good classification performance for a keyword-based sys-
tem, which already includes abbreviations and word stems
in its list of keywords. The KC algorithm was designed to
assign multiple syndromes to a single chief complaint.
Therefore, splitting chief complaints into multiple prob-
lems did not improve KC’s classification performance, as
indicated by the results of EMT-P in Table 3. Constitu-
tional was the only syndrome that showed a statistically
significant increase in sensitivity (based on non-overlapping
95% confidence intervals) after preprocessing.

Preprocessing with EMT-P is an important step to
CoCo’s achieving high sensitivity. Comparing performance
and confidence intervals in Table 2 and Table 5, KC
performed with higher sensitivity than CoCo before pre-
processing on all syndromes except Botulinic and Neuro-
logical, which showed overlapping confidence intervals.
After preprocessing with EMT-P, CoCo did not statisti-
cally differ from KC on five of the syndromes, and CoCo
showed significantly higher sensitivity on Botulinic and
Gastrointestinal syndromes.

6. Limitations

There are several limitations to our study. First, because
we designed CCP, we focused our error analysis on CCP
and did not investigatoe EMT-P’s errors as extensively.
Second, because the NYC algorithm maps to different syn-
dromes than CoCo does, we adapted the algorithm and
generated our own keyword classifier for comparing per-
formance. How similar KC is to the original New York
City algorithm is difficult to measure. We could not mea-
sure our JAVA version against the original SAS version,
because the output is a different set of categories. We used
the development set to informally evaluate the performance
by looking at the output and ensuring that the program
was working correctly. It would have been useful to per-
form a more formal analysis of our modification of the
New York City algorithm on a subset of the development
set by comparing the JAVA code output against reference
standard output and analyzing the errors. In spite of the
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limitations, the KC algorithm we adapted from the NYC
Syndromic Macros performed very well on our test set,
suggesting a successful keyword modification to classifying
into RODS’ syndromes.

7. Conclusion

We applied a strict but meaningful assessment method-
ology for evaluating the usefulness of preprocessing chief
complaints by measuring changes not only in the resulting
chief complaints but also in resulting classification perfor-
mance. Classification performance improved slightly with
CCP for some syndromes but dropped for others, because
many correct classifications became incorrect. An error
analysis showed that the misclassifications were not gener-
ally directly due to the performance of the preprocessor.
Chief complaints with multiple classifications represent a
problem for CoCo. Errors due to selecting a single syn-
drome for complaints with multiple syndromes were lar-
gely corrected by using EMT-P to split relevant chief
complaints into multiple complaints before classification.
KC allows multiple classifications and was therefore not
affected by EMT-P’s splitting module. After preprocessing
with EMT-P, CoCo and KC performed similarly for most
syndromes, with KC achieving significantly higher sensitiv-
ity than CoCo on Hemorrhagic and CoCo achieving sig-
nificantly higher sensitivity on Botulinic and
Gastrointestinal.

Evaluation of preprocessing systems should not be lim-
ited to technical accuracy of the preprocessor but should
include the effect of preprocessing on syndromic classifica-
tion. Our results suggest that splitting chief complaints into
multiple problems is important for CoCo and that other
preprocessing steps only slightly improve classification per-
formance for both CoCo and a keyword-based classifier.
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